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(4). Sides=936, 5661, 6525; area=1093500. 
(5). Sides=1800, 4797, 6525; area=1408428. 

'(6). Sides=320, 6305, 6497; area=z819072. 
(7). Sides=2465, 4160, 6497; area=2032128. 
(8). Sides=11377, 5265, 6480; area=1889568. 
(9). Sides=785. 6032, 6305; area=z2265408. 

(10). Sides=1937, 4880, 6305; area=3613248. 
(11). Sides=2465, 4352, 6305; alea=3898368. 
(12). Sides=3425, 3425, 6272; area=4318272. 
(13). Sides=2336, 4625, 6161; area=4633200. 
(14). Sides=z3425, 3536, 6161; area=4989600. 
(15). Sideszr=2205, 4797, 6120; area=4715172. 
(16). Sidesz,2465, 4625, 6032; area=,5246208. 
(17). Sides=3645, 3645, 5832; area=6377292. 
(18). Sides=2465, 4880, 5777; area= 5951232. 
(19). Sides=1800, 5661, 5661; area=5030100. 
(20). Sides=3425, 4160, 5537; area=--7112448. 
(21). Sides-=2592, 5265, 5265; area=6613488. 
(22). Sides-3536, 4625, 4961; area=7840800. 

Also solved by ELMER SCHUYLER, and CHAS. C. CROSS. 

90. Proposed by F. M. PRIEST, Mona House, St. Louis, Mo. 

How many different numbers may be written with the nine digits and zero, using 
them singly and in groups of from one to ten digits each, and using no figure but once in 
each group? How many more numbers may be written by repeating the digits and zero 
at pleasure in each group ? 

Solution by G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., Professor of Mathematies and Science, Chester High School, Ches- 
ter, Pa.; and C. B. GOULD, Colorado College, Colorado Springs, Col. 

We will not regard zero as a number. 
(1). aPr will be used to denote the number of permutations of n things 

taken r at a time. 
Then 1 OPJ =10. This includes zero. 
* I1 op-1-9 when taken singly. 

l Op2 90. This includes those that have zero for the first digit, and were 
therefore included in the first group ,i. e. 9 is the sama as 09. 

Hence we proceed as follows: 
1 OP -1=10-1 =9, taken 1 at a time. 
lo P2 - 9P,_90 -9=81, taken 2 at a time. 
I0P3-9P2=720-72-648, taken 3 at a time. 
lOp4 4-P5=6040-504=4536, taken 4 at a time. 
lop 5-9p430240-3024=27216, taken 5 at a time. 
loP6 9P5=z151200-15120=136080, taken 6 at a time. 

op7 -9p =604800-60480=544320, taken 7 at a time. 
lPo 8-9P7 =1814400-181440=1632960, taken 8 at a time. 
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1 pP- 9P8=3628800-362880=326592O, taken 9 at a time. 

1 - 9P9_3628800-362880 3265920, taken 10 at, a time. 
8877690 in all. 

(2). This is equivalent to asking how many lnumbers less than 10000000000 
can be made with the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0. 

.*. (10)' 10-1-9999999999. 
9999999999-8877690=9991122309 more by the second arrangement. 

Mr. Gould's solution is similar to the above, but by including Mr. Zerr's he gets as results 
8,877,691 and 10,000,000,000. 

EDITORIALS. 

The Index to Vol. VI was prepared by Prof. J. Scheffer. 

The MONTHLY and any of the leading magazines may be procured at 
reduced rates. 

This number concludes Vol. VI of the MONTHLY. We take this oppor- 
tunity to thank our contributors for their generous cooperation in making the 
journal a success; and we hope we may rely on their help during the year 1900. 
In order that the subscription list may be inrcreased we make this offer: An old 
subscriber sending us $3., may have his own subscription and that of a ne-w sub- 
scriber credited up to January 1, 1901. 

The Report on Progress in Non-Euclidean Geometry which appeared in 
THE AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL MONTHLY for October, and which is contained in 
full in the Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement 
of Science, has also been published in full in Science for October 20, and now ap- 
pears in Popular Astronomy for November and December. An editorial, 
addressed to "Teachers of Geometry and Astronomy," says: "We have printed 
two articles in this number to which special attention is asked.on the part of 
teachers of Geometry anid Astronomy. 

The other article is by Professor George Bruce Halsted, who, not long 
ago, was asked by the American Association for the Advancemetnt of Science to 
prepare a report which was given at its Columbus meeting showing recent prog- 
ress in non-Euclidean Geometry. 

Professor Halsted has done the teachers of Geometry nmost excellent ser- 
vice in the preparation of this,paper. We call attention to this early, that 
teachers may read it thoroughly, so as to be acquainted with what is now going 
on among the inasters in pure mathematics. The information gained will be 
helpful to those who want to be abreast with the best teaching talent of the 
present time." 
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